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Emergency Department Admissions Overflow Modeling by a Clustering
of Time Evolving Clinical Diagnoses

Gregory Soler1, Guillaume Bouleux1, Eric Marcon1, Aymeric Cantais2, Sylvie Pillet2 and Olivier Mory3

Abstract— Emergency Department (ED) of hospitals are
greatly impacted by winter epidemics due to respiratory dis-
eases and patient flow has long been essential to detect the
underlying overcrowding. In this paper we propose to model the
admission flow corresponding to clinical diagnoses encoded with
ICD-10 which are more likely linked with respiratory diseases.
To achieve this, clustering algorithms are applied on time evolv-
ing diagnosis in the adult ED of Saint-Etienne and benchmarked
regarding a time series of laboratory-confirmed influenza data.
For both K-Means and Hierarchical algorithms, the cluster
containing the laboratory-confirmed series is composed of ICD-
10 codes representing respiratory diseases and diseases linked
with cardiac disorders, showing that these diseases present
similar variations overtime. The information contained in such
a cluster allow to plot the average number of arrivals and the
average length of stay of the patients in ED only with these
diagnoses.

Index Terms— Average length of stay, Diagnoses clustering,
Hierarchical Clustering, K-Means, Influenza, Overcrowding,
Patient flow, Respiratory diseases

I. INTRODUCTION

Emergency departments (ED) sometimes fail to meet pa-
tient expectations regarding the care that they provide. Such a
failure is often concomitant with excess hospital admissions
which lead to overcrowding [1]. There is no definition or
quantification of overcrowding making consensus [2], the
most used is the quantification of the ambulancy diversion
when ED can not afford new patient any more [3]. Other
criteria include occupancy rate, staff perception waiting time
or the number of patients who leave without being seen
[4] [5] [6] [7]. To better understand this phenomenon, it is
essential that we study ED patient flow. The patient flow can
be modeled with variables such as the number of arrivals,
length of stay in ED or waiting time [8] [3]. Warning score
with updates in real time or forecasting overcrowding have
already been proposed, either based on mathematical tools
or simulation [9] [10].

It has already been demonstrated that respiratory diseases
are those that most greatly impact ED admissions, particu-
larly during winter [11], [12]. Respiratory diseases that arise
during winter epidemics are well diagnosed by physicians
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in children. Most children admitted to the ED are affected
by bronchiolitis caused by the Respiratory Syncytial Virus
(RSV) [13]. This, however, is not the case for adults, in
whom respiratory diseases are not easily diagnosed. That
such misdiagnosis occurs for the latter is evinced by the small
number of adult flu cases reported in emergency data base.
Studies have quantified the degree of implication of Influenza
or RSV in cardiorespiratory diseases inducing hospitalisation
and deaths for adults, by using both ED data and laboratory-
confirmed data, showing that both viruses impact adults [14]
[15]. However, a thorough study of diagnoses coded with
the 10th revision of International Classification of Disease
(ICD-10) involved in respiratory diseases in ED in winter
epidemic has not been done. A study of ED patient flow
by diagnosis is necessary to figure out those that are linked
with influenza-like illness seasonal epidemic, and thereby
overcrowding. We decided to use clustering of diagnoses in
ED overtime. It will allow to highlight diseases which behave
in the same way over time. Diagnoses clustering has been
done, sometimes with human learning in order to improve
ICD-9 or with portioning techniques allowing better medical
decision rule [16] [17]. In section II, we present our data base
for the study and clustering algorithms applied to it and in
section III and IV we discussed clustering results.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Data Base

We used a French National Database dedicated to emer-
gencies, called Emergency Visit Summary (EVS, RPU in
French). We collected the data from the EVS database of the
Academic Hospital of Saint Etienne, France. Arrivals of adult
patients at ED from June 2013 to August 2017 were then
analyzed. The data base for clustering is composed of weekly
time series of numbers of arrivals patients, for each diagnosis.
Each series refers to one diagnosis, encoded with ICD-10.
These codes were truncated after the second number. Only
times series whose diagnosis appeared more than 200 times
were conserved which corresponds to the average occurence
of a diagnosis during the observation period, whatever the
nature of the ICD-10 code. A series of the weekly number of
positive laboratory-confirmed test of influenza performed on
children and adults in ED is also included in our data base.
All the analysis are made with Python 3.6 with machine
learning packages scipy and sklearn.

B. Times-series clustering

Clustering is a data mining exploratory method to form
object groups and identify structures of unlabeled data set.



It is one of the most famous unsupervised learning methods.
These methods form groups of objects or individuals with
maximizing their within-group similarity and their between-
group dissimilarity. Time-series clustering is an application
of clustering to non-static data, i.e. data depending on
time. Most of clustering algorithms used for times series
are algorithms derived from those used in static data like
partitioning methods or hierarchical methods. The main step
of a clustering algorithm is to define the distance between
objects or time-series to quantify their similarity during
the algorithm. The most famous distance is the euclidean
distance. The distance is chosen according to times-series
characteristics, for example, if times series have equal or
unequal length [18]. Very good reviews of state-of-the-art
clustering methods have been published [19] [20] [21]. As a
time series can be high dimensional, a dimension reduction is
used to reduce the length of it. Principal Composent Analysis
(PCA), Kernel Principal Component Analysis when data
have non linear patterns, or Discrete Fourier Transformation
allow such reduction [22] [23].

We used both partitioning and hierarchical methods to
form clusters. The partitioning methods computed was k-
means and the hierarchical method was an agglomerative
hierarchical method.

K-means: Given the set of n time-series {xi|i = 1, ..., n},
with xi = (xi1, ..., xip) each of length p, and {vk|k =
1, ...,K} center clusters with K, number of clusters, known,
we assign each time series xi to one, and only one cluster
vk. For short, after initialization of center clusters, we assign
each time-series to the cluster whose its center cluster is
the nearest with respect to the euclidean distance. Next,
center clusters are updated, being average time-series of all
time-series’ cluster. Then, the processus is repeated until
stabilization [19]. In our scenario, n refers to the number
of ICD-10 codes in our data plus the laboratory-confirmed
test series and p to the numbers of weeks for the study. This
method can only be used with time series of equal length.

Each time series, which corresponds to either one ICD-10
code or the influenza test series, is standardized, by subtract-
ing from it its mean and by dividing by the classical L2-
norm. This standardisation is absolutely necessary because
we need to make clusters of diagnosis having similarities
in terms of variations and not in terms of occurence [22].
The main disadvantage of K-means is that the number of
clusters has to be specified. As we do not know the numbers
of clusters K, this is chosen with criteria such as elbow
variance or silhouette score.

For each number of clusters possible (from 1 to n),
after computing the K-means algorithm, the elbow variance
and the silhouette score are calculated. The elbow method
consists in plotting the ratio of variance explained (variance
between center clusters divided by total variance) in fonction
of the number of clusters chosen. The location of a bend (or
the beginning of an asymptote) only give an indication of
the appropriate number of clusters K [24]. The silhouette
score is calculated using the mean intra-cluster distance (ai)
and the mean nearest-cluster distance (bi) for the time series

Fig. 1. Silhouette score by number of clusters

xi. The silhouette score is 1
n

∑n
i=1

bi−ai

max(ai,bi)
. The maximum

score corresponds to the number of clusters K. The silhouette
score is also a indicator of the performance of the algorithm,
it is bounded between −1 for incorrect clustering and 1 for
good clustering [25].

Before clustering, a reduction of dimension is also per-
formed with PCA to delete data noise. The number of
principal components retained q is chosen with AIC criteria.
As the number of diagnoses retained (n) is far lower than
time-series length (p), standard AIC criteria is modified and
calculated for each number of principal components retained
possible, with λl eigenvalues of the l component principal,
by decreasing order [26] :

AIC∗(j) = (n− 1− j) log( 1

n− 1− j

n−1∑
l=j+1

λl)

− log(

n−1∏
l=j+1

λl)−
(n− j − 2)(n− j + 1)

p

(1)

The number of components q retained corresponds to
argmin1≤j≤n−2AIC

∗(j). Thus, the K-means procedure is
applied on time-series projected on components retained.

Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering: The Agglomera-
tive Hierarchical Clustering starts by placing each time series
in its own cluster. Then, a distance between each time series
is calculated, e.g. the euclidean distance. Then, the two most
similar clusters are merged into one cluster and the distance
between the new cluster and others are updated by a formula
chosen depending on the distance. We used the iterative Ward
formula to calculate the distance between clusters C and C ′

where C is the new cluster formed by the merging of clusters
U et V (2). The processus is iterated until the merging of all
time series into one cluster. All the merge are summarized
in a tree plot called dendrogram where the nodes represent
a merge [27].



Fig. 2. Explained Variance by number of clusters
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Clusters can be identified with the use of a threshold. All
time-series (or merge) with a distance lower than seven tenths
belong to the same cluster. This is represented with colors
in a dendrogram where each color refers to a cluster, except
blue.

C. Highlighting clusters representative of respiratory dis-
eases

After clustering the diagnoses, the objective is to find a
cluster that depicts the flow of respiratory diseases, leading
cause of overcrowding during winter epidemics. We define
the cluster containing the series of the weekly number
of positive influenza tests as the representative cluster of
respiratory diseases. With these results, for each clustering
algorithm, we make two series evident. We plot the weekly
average time series of number of arrivals of patients with
the ICD-10 codes contained in our representative cluster. We
plot also the weekly average length of stay of patients in
ED with these ICD-10 codes. These series are representative
time series of influenza-like illness patient flow, responsible
for overcrowding during winter epidemics.

III. RESULTS

Regarding K-Means, after computing PCA, the AIC crite-
ria gives a number of principal components to retain equal to
six. The Silhouette Score of K-Means procedure is calculated
and the maximum gives a number of clusters equals to 15
(Fig 1), which refers to a score near to 0.2. The ratio of
explained variance corresponding to this partition is equal
to 0.70 (Fig 2). The cluster whose the influenza test series
belongs to contains a majority of ICD J code, which refers

to respiratory disorders. The ICD-10 codes of this cluster are
listed in Table I. In addition to ICD-10 code for ”Bacterial
Pneumonia” (J15), ”Pneumonia” (J18), ”Bronchitis” (J20)
and ”Other chronic obstructive pulmonary disease” (J44), the
K-Means cluster contains also ”Heart Failure” (I50).

TABLE I
TIME SERIES OF CLINICAL DIAGNOSES CONTAINED IN THE CLUSTER

WITH INFLUENZA TEST SERIES BY CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

K-Means clustering I50 J15 J18 J20 J44
Hierarchical clustering I10 I25 I48 I50 J15 J18 J20 J44 J96 R04

About Hierarchical clustering, the resulting dendrogram is
plotted in Fig. 3. The threshold gives a number of clusters
equal to six. The cluster with the influenza test series is
mostly composed of respiratory and cardiac diseases. This
is the purple cluster in Fig. 3. Summarized in Table I, it
contains, all diagnosis in K-Means cluster but also ”Essential
hypertension” (I10), ”Chronic ischemic heart disease” (I25),
”Fibrillation” (I48), ”Respiratory failure” (J96) and ”Haem-
orrhage from respiratory passages” (R04). The hierarchical
algorithm gives also information in retained cluster : we
remark that the influenza series is really similar to the ”J20”
series and the cluster is formed by two subgroups, one
composes of respiratory diseases and the other composes
of cardiac diseases and haemorrhage. Other clusters do not
show a clearly linked diagnostic pattern, except the cyan
cluster composed of many traumatologic diagnoses, showing
that the respiratory diseases, and those which are linked with,
have clearly a particular pattern.

The average time series of arrivals, for each algorithm, is
plotted in Fig. 4. This weekly time series clearly present an
annual seasonality with a huge increase during winter. This
time series is our definition of patient flow that overcrowds
ED. They clearly show annual peaks of ED visits; during
winter 2013-2014, in week 01 (i.e. first week of 2014),
during winter 2014-2015, in week 07 (i.e. mid-february),
during winter 2015-2016, in week 50 and 07 (two average
peaks), and during winter 2016-2017 in week 01 (huge peak).
Regarding the average length of stay, the annual seasonality,
i.e. the increasing during winter, is also visible but less
pronounced (Fig. 5).

IV. DISCUSSION

Both clustering algorithms give a cluster containing a
majority of diagnoses of respiratory diseases (code J), in
addition to diseases linked with them as haemorrhage from
respiratory passages and cardiac diseases. Surveys have al-
ready been done about the concomitance between cardiac and
respiratory diseases [28] [29], showing that cardiac diseases
can be a consequence of respiratory diseases. Moreover, the
diagnoses of retained clusters of both algorithms are similar,
while totally independent: all diagnoses in cluster retained
with K-Means are in the cluster of hierarchical algorithm.
It implies that there is no ambiguity for the existence
of a significant seasonal patient flow linked to respiratory



Fig. 3. Dendrogram of Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering

Fig. 4. Average time series of number of arrival of patients with diagnoses in retained cluster

Fig. 5. Time series of average length of stay in ED of patients with diagnoses in retained cluster



diseases, responsible of overcrowding during winter. These
results are significant and powerful because of the used of a
learning technique without any consideration for clusters or
diagnosis patterns.

The ICD-10 codes ”J10”, ”J11”, ”J12” coding for In-
fluenza illnesses are not enough diagnosed to be retained
in the study, showing that there is an under-diagnostic of
that pathology, whereas it is known to be a leading cause of
hospitalisation and death in adults and especially the elderly
[14]. It could be explained by the fact that for some patients,
either there is a misdiagnosis (the patient has a flu but not
diagnosed, he is diagnosed with other respiratory disease for
example) or only a consequence of the flu (e.g. haemorrhage,
heart failure or even bacterial pneumonia).

According to Fig. 4, the average number of arrivals in
resultant time series implies that the epidemics in 2014-2015
and 2015-2016 do not have huge peak but epidemics seem
to be longer. These observations coincide with description
of the length influenza season by ”Sante Publique France”
where they affirm that epidemic winter season 2014-2015
and 2015-2016 were far longer than 2013-2014 [30]. The
average length of stay of respiratory and associated diseases,
which depends naturally on the severity of patient illness,
seems to be impacted by winter epidemic and the increasing
of arrivals.

V. CONCLUSION

We performed a hierarchical and partitioning clustering
algorithms on number of arrivals of adults in ED which both
give a cluster composed of respiratory diseases, and confirm
that it exists diseases linked with as cardiac disorders and
pulmonary haemorrhage. There is a real seasonal pattern
of patient flow with these diagnoses, with a peak during
epidemic winter. The resulting time series are like a model
or an example that describes patient flow which often leads
to overcrowding. Prediction or warning score on such time
series can be used to detect overcrowding and thus to reduce
length of stay.
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